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ABSTRACT: 

In view of the poor classification effect of traditional random forest algorithms due to the low quality of 

text feature extraction, a random forest method for text information is proposed. In view of the difficulty 

in controlling the quality of traditional random forest decision trees, a weighted voting mechanism is 

proposed to improve the quality of decision trees. This algorithm uses tr-k method based on text feature 

extraction to improve the quality and diversity of text features, and uses the latest Bert word vector 

generation model to represent the text. Experimental data in the Python environment show that this method 

can achieve better results in text classification than IDF based random.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

 

With the rapid development of science and technology, since the 1990s, more and more data information 

has been generated, 80% of which is stored in text. Therefore, people can't use the traditional manual 

filtering for huge amounts of text information. Text processing based on natural language processing 

emerges as the times require. In recent years, there is more and more research on text classification, 

mainly focusing on Naive Bayes, K-means clustering, SVM and other algorithms. Random forest 

algorithm is widely used in all walks of life due to its advantages of fast training speed, easy parallel 

computing in the era of big data, strong anti-interference ability and excellent anti over fitting ability, 

and has achieved the effect of traditional methods.  
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For the study of text classification, many predecessors have done a lot of excellent work. For example, 

Zhou Qingping proposed an improved KNN algorithm based on clustering; Yang, improved the feature 

selection function by connecting the accurate coefficients of several feature selection functions to form 

a new feature selection function, and finally used SVM to classify; Zhang Xiang proposed an improved 

algorithm based on bagging's Chinese text classifier. Based on the increase of text information and the 

development of text processing technology, the application of text classification is more and more. For 

example, public opinion monitoring, emotional analysis, commodity classification, news classification, 

etc. 

 

Many advantages of random forest algorithm (RFA) make experts and scholars carry out many 

improved application research on RFA. In 1995, tin Kam ho first proposed the concept of random forest. 

Later, Leo boeiman proposed that RFA is a classification and prediction model. M p Perrone, ln coope 

and others proposed that in the classification stage, RF class labels are synthesized from the 

classification results of all decision trees, and are the most commonly used methods in voting and 

probability average. In terms of application, EI atta proposed a method to predict the activity of 

cannabinoid receptor (CB2) agonist using RF in bioinformatics; in ecology, eruan et al. Studied air 

prediction using RFA; in genetics, retroria used RFA in gene recognition. Moreover, RFA has achieved 

good results in biochip, information extraction. 

 

[2] LITERATURE SURVEY  

Parul Kalra,Deepti Mehrotra et. al studied , As most information (over 80%) is stored as text, text 

mining is believed to have a high commercial potential value. knowledge may be discovered from many 

sources of information; yet, unstructured texts remain the largest readily available source of knowledge 

.Text classification which classifies the documents according to predefined categories .In this paper we 

are tried to give the introduction of text classification, process of text classification as well as the 

overview of the classifiers and tried to compare the some existing classifier on basis of few criteria like 

time complexity, principal and performance.  

 

Mikhail V.KotsaMikhail A.Ryabinin et. al. presented A weighted random survival forest in this paper. 

It can be regarded as a modification of the random forest improving its performance. The main idea 

underlying the proposed model is to replace the standard procedure of averaging used for estimation of 

the random survival forest hazard function by weighted averaging where the weights are assigned to 

every tree and can be viewed as training parameters which are computed in an optimal way by solving 

a standard quadratic optimization problem maximizing Harrell’s C-index. Numerical examples with 

real data illustrate the outperformance of the proposed model in comparison with the original random 

survival forest.  

 

Zhang et. al proposed several context-based methods for text categorization. One method, a small 

modification to the PPM compression-based model which is known to significantly degrade 

compression performance, counter-intuitively has the opposite effect on categorization performance. 

Another method, called C measure, simply counts the presence of higher order character contexts, and 

outperforms all other approaches investigated.  

 

Timor Kadir et. al studied,Decision trees are attractive classifiers due to their high execution speed. But 

trees derived with traditional methods often cannot be grown to arbitrary complexity for possible loss 

of generalization accuracy on unseen data. The limitation on complexity usually means suboptimal 

accuracy on training data. Following the principles of stochastic modeling, we propose a method to 

construct tree-based classifiers whose capacity can be arbitrarily expanded for increases in accuracy for 

both training and unseen data. The essence of the method is to build multiple trees in randomly selected 

subspaces of the feature space. Trees in, different subspaces generalize their classification in 

complementary ways, and their combined classification can be monotonically improved. The validity 

of the method is demonstrated through experiments on the recognition of handwritten digits. 
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Jiajia Liu Yudong Ye et. al. presented an approach to predict the activity of analogues of 2,4,6-

trisubstituted 1,3,5-triazines as cannabinoid receptor (CB2) agonists using random forest technique. We 

compute twenty molecular descriptors for a data set of 58 analogues for the component, and depending 

on values of these descriptors we train random forest to find a relation between biological activity and 

molecular structure of analogues. The results obtained by random forest were compared with the 

decision tree and support vector machine classifiers and the random forest has 100% overall predicting 

accuracy and for decision tree and support vector machines were 93% and 67% respectively. 

 

In the Existing system used Naive Bayes. In Naive Bayes, texts are classified based on posterior 

probabilities generated based on the presence of different classes of words in texts. This assumption 

makes the computations resources needed for a naïve bayes classifier far more efficient than non-naïve 

bayes approaches which are exponential in complexity.  Moreover, it is found that Naive Bayes is the 

Less accurate model for text classification.  

The Disadvantages of Existing System are  

 

The main limitation of Naive Bayes is the assumption of independent predictor features. Naive Bayes 

implicitly assumes that all the attributes are mutually independent. In real life, it’s almost impossible 

that we get a set of predictors that are completely independent or one another.  

• Less quality text classification by using naive bayes. 

•  we haven’t implemented tf-idf concept for classification  

 

In this Paper, the proposed method is based on the Random forest and is proposed to Perform text 

classification. In the traditional random forest algorithm, the number and quality of feature selection are 

prominent. But for books and other large capacity text classification, the more the number and quality 

of text features (classification decision tree attribute), the better the classification effect will be. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a tr-k method which combines TF-IDF, textrank and K-means to improve 

the effect of text classification. The full name of the TF-IDF method is term frequency inverse document 

frequency.    

 

The Advantages of Proposed System are Random forests overcome several problems with decision 

trees, including:  

● Reduction in over fitting: by averaging several trees, there is a significantly lower risk of over fitting.  

● Less variance: By using multiple trees, you reduce the chance of stumbling across a classifier that 

doesn’t perform well because of the relationship between the train and test data.  tr-k method which 

combines TF-IDF, textrank and K-means to improve the effect of     text classification.  

• Random forest has achieved good results in biochip, information extraction and other fields.  

 

[3] SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
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Fig. 1 Activity Diagram For Text Classification Using the Random Forest Algorithm 

 

3.1 SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT  

 

In this paper we have implemented source code in Python Programming language and Django.  
Python is a general - purpose interpreted,  interactive,  object -oriented,  and high-level  

programming language.  An interpreted language, Python has  a design philosophy    that    

emphasise    the    code     readability ( not ably using whitespace indentation to delimit code 

blocks  rat her than curly bracket s or keywords),  and a syntax that allows programmers to 

express concept s in  fewer lines of code than might be used in languages such as C++ or Java. 

It provides construct s that enable clear programming on both small  and large scales.  Python 

interpreters are available for many operating systems. CPython, the reference implement at i 

on of Python,  is open source soft ware and has a community- based development  model,  as 

do nearly  all of its variant implementations.  CPython is managed by the non- profit Python 

Soft ware Foundation.  Python features a dynamic type system and automatic memory 

management .  It support s multiple programming paradigms,  including object - oriented,  

imperative,  functional  and procedural ,  and has a largeand comprehensive standard library.   

 

Django is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development andclean, 

pragmatic design. Built by experienced developers, it takes care of much of the hassle of Web 

development, so you can focus on writing your app without needing to reinvent the wheel. It’s 

free and open source. Django's primary goal is to ease the creation of complex, database-driven 

websites. Django emphasizes reusability and "plug ability" of components, rapid development, 

and the principle of don't repeat yourself. Python is used throughout, even for settings files and 

data models.  
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Fig 2. Design Pattern Used in Django-Model-View-Template-Controller Architectural 

Pattern 

Django also provides an optional administrative create, read, update and delete interface that 

is generated dynamically through introspection and configured via admin models 

 
Fig. 3 :Model-View-Template(MVT) Architecture 

 

[4] IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Modules Description 

i) User: The User can register the first. While registering he required a valid user email and mobile for 

further communications. Once the user registers, then the admin can activate the customer. Once the 

admin activates the customer then the customer can login into our system. user will search for music 

product then he will get list of music products. He will purchase products and will give the review and 

ratings to product. whenever user click on classification link he will get sentimental analysis of music 

products.  

ii) Uploader: The User can register the first. While registering he required a valid user email and mobile 

for further communications. Once the user registers, then the admin can activate the customer. Once the 

admin activates the customer then the customer can login into our system. up loader  will upload 

different type of music products.  

iii) Admin: Admin can login with his credentials. Once he login he can activate the users. The activated 

user only login in our applications.. Once he login he can activate the vendor. The activated vendor only 

login in our applications. after that admin will perform random forest classification and will get the 

accuracy and precision reports.  

 

iv) Machine learning: Machine learning refers to the computer’s acquisition of a kind of ability to 

make predictive judgments and make the best decisions by analyzing and learning a large number of 

existing data. The representation algorithms include deep learning, artificial neural network, decision 

tree, enhancement algorithm and so on. The key way for computers to acquire artificial intelligence is 

machine learning. 

 

Nowadays, machine learning plays an important role in various fields of artificial intelligence. Whether 

in aspects of internet search, biometric identification, auto driving, Mars robot, or in American 
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presidential election, military decision assistants and so on, basically, as long as there is a need for data 

analysis, machine learning can be used to play a role. 

 

4.2 SCREEN SHOTS  

 

 
Fig.4 : Home Page of Using Text Classification Using the Random Forest Algorithm 

 

 
Fig.5: User Login form of Text Classification Using the Random Forest Algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 6 :Vendor Login Page of Text Classification Using the Random Forest Algorithm 
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Fig. 7 :Admin Login Page of Text Classification Using the Random Forest Algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 8 :Admin Approve the User to activate the account of Text Classification Using the Random 

Forest Algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 9 : Admin Approve the Vendor Account to activate of Text Classification Using the Random 

Forest Algorithm 
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Fig. 10: This page Shows the Final Output of Text Classification Using the Random Forest 

Algorithm 

 

[5] CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, the input text data set of a random forest algorithm is processed to improve the 

classification effect. At the same time, we use the Bert word vector model to improve the quality of text 

representation, and then improve the classification accuracy of the final random forest. Experiments 

show that the model can effectively improve the classification accuracy and F1 value.  In future 

research, improvement in operational efficiency and overall prediction accuracy could be analyzed.  In 

addition, this algorithm is designed for unbalanced data and not suitable for industries with high 

turnover rate. How to increase the universality of the algorithm still needs to be studied further. In future 

we can also do text classifications for videos and images. 
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